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We study tree approximations to classical two-body partition functions on sparse and loopy graphs
via the Brydges-Kennedy-Abdessalam-Rivasseau forest expansion. We show that for sparse graphs
(with large cycles), the partition function above a certain temperature Tc can be approximated by a
graph polynomial expansion over forests of the interaction graph. We show that the approximation
can be written in terms of a reference tree T on the interaction graph, with corrections due to
cycles. From this point of view, this implies that high-temperature models are easy to solve on
sparse graphs, as one can evaluate the partition function using belief propagation. Also, we show
that in the high-temperature regime, T can be obtained via a maximal spanning tree algorithm on a
(given) weighted graph. We study the algebra of these corrections and provide first- and second-order
approximation to the tree Ansatz, and give explicit examples for the first-order approximation.
INTRODUCTION
There has been large interest in the study of statis-
tical models on arbitrary graphs ever since Bethe intro-
duced the notion of “superlattices” [1, 2]. There are mul-
tiple reasons for such an interest, and for the purpose of
this paper we focus on the computability of the parti-
tion function for two-body Hamiltonians; in particular,
we are interested in tree approximations to the inter-
action pattern. The partition function for a statistical
model can be interpreted as the generator of moments
of the underlying fluctuating variables. The key issue
is that the partition function is often hard to calculate.
In some cases however this problem falls in complexity
class from a NP-Hard problem to a polynomial problem.
An example of such reduction is for instance in the case
of the Ising model on trees. It is known in fact that
via cavity method (belief propagation, message passing)
[3–7] it is possible to solve for the partition function or
the probability distribution in polynomial time and re-
sources, both for regular and disordered statistical sys-
tems. However, proofs of convergence of the Belief Prop-
agation algorithm are in general strongly restricted to
graphs with (locally) tree-like topology, e.g. exact trees
or graphs with large cycles [8]. In the case in which the
cycle space is non-trivial, work done by Frey and MacKay
has shown however that Belief Propagation can sometime
converge also in the case in which the graph contains cy-
cles [9]. A cycle is a sequence of edges in a graph G
such that starting from one vertex, one can return to the
starting point without passing from the same edge. Re-
cently, Chertkov and Chernyak [10, 11] have introduced
the notion of cycle calculus in belief propagation, show-
ing that for graphs in which cycles are large, BP should
be expected to converge, and introduced the notion of
cycle calculus. More recently such cycle expansions was
also discussed by Cantwell and Newman in the context
of message passing[12].
In this paper we obtain some further background for
the convergence of these ideas without belief propagation,
and show the general character of these statements. We
focus on two-body Hamiltonians for a classical system.
Such flexibility is due to the fact that the character of
the expansion is focused on the interaction pattern rather
than the nature of operators, and this allows to focus
on topology of the system rather than the details of the
two body interactions. The only requirement is that the
graph is sparse, e.g. that the minimum cycle length grows
with the size of the system. In the following however, we
will introduce the notion of cycle sparse and cycle dense
graphs.
Specifically we provide a proof of the following two
statements.
First statement: Let H =
∑
(ij)∈G Hij =
∑
ij AijHij
be a two body Hamiltonian on a graph G with adjacency
matrix Aij , and the partition function be weighted by
e−βH . Let us define L to be the minimum length among
the cycles in G. Then, for sparse graphs with a minimum
cycle length L, for
β ≤W (1) sup|Hij | = βc (1)
where W (x) is the Lambert-W function (which is the
solution of xex = y), we have
lim
L→∞
Z(β < βc) = ZF¯ (β) (2)
which is a partition function defined via a forest sum
on the interaction graph, e.g. connected or disconnected
trees. The result above establishes that for sparse graph
there exist a specific temperature between a “dense” and
a “sparse” graph phase. We will make precise in what
sense a graph is dense or sparse in terms of the ratio
between the number of cycles and the cycle length.
The Second statement is given by
lim
β→0
ZF¯ (β) = ZT +O(β) (3)
where ZT is defined on a(n arbitrary) spanning tree of
the original interaction G.
The two statements are derived using the Brydges-
Kennedy-Abdessalam-Rivasseau (BKAR) forest formula
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2[13–15] for functions of N(N − 1)/2 variables, and thus
for a finite size system. In our case these N(N − 1)/2
variables are associated with the interaction graph Aij .
The advantage of such an approach is that it provides
an alternative to belief propagation in deriving cycle ex-
pansions. While the expansion is based on a forest (e.g.
sum over connected or disconnected trees), cycles enters
subtly into BKAR forest expansion. We show that if the
length L of a cycle is large and β < βc, terms of the exact
expansion for the probability distribution containing the
cycles are suppressed by a factor q
(L−1)
L where q < 1. As
a result, this implies that above a certain temperature
we can approximate our probability distribution with a
tree (plus cycle corrections).
Regarding the first statement, interestingly enough
this approach gives an evaluation of the function in terms
of forests on the interaction graph G and its adjacency
matrix Aij , it is a disconnected tree expansion, where
however cycles enter in a non-trivial manner. We show
that cycle contributions are weighted by a factor 1L at
the first order in L, and thus in the limit L → ∞ these
can be neglected.
The second statement is instead graph theoretical in
nature. We show that the forest expansion for a generic
graph written in terms of a reference spanning tree. In
particular, we show that the introduction of higher order
cycles has a hierarchy in temperature, e.g. they con-
tribute more and more as the temperature is lowered.
The result of the expansion is similar to the Mayer
polymer expansion of a partition function, as it provides
a sum over terms of a graph polynomial whose variables
are xij = e
βAijHij − 1, thus apt for a high temperature
expansion. As a matter of fact, the proof is done at the
level of the probability distribution, thus without rely-
ing on belief propagation. In this sense, our results are
similar in spirit with the polymer expansion approach
by Vuffray and Macris [16, 17] in order to understand
“loopy” belief propagation (when standard belief propa-
gation algorithms converge on loopy graphs)1.
The paper is organized as follows. We first write the
expansion for the partition function of a 2-body Hamilto-
nian in terms of the BKAR formula for cycle sparse and
cycle dense graphs. As a result, we obtain that the parti-
tion function can be approximated by a sum over forests.
We then show that the forest sum can be written in terms
of a reference tree, and establish that there exist an opti-
mal tree which can be obtained from a maximal spanning
tree on a graph whose weights depend on the couplings
and the temperature. We then provide corrections to the
tree approximation in the high temperature expansion.
Conclusions follows.
1 In this paper we will use the nomenclature “cycle” for loop.
PARTITION FUNCTION AND FOREST
FORMULA
It is very well known that partition functions over trees
can be evaluated in polynomial time. At the same time,
it is known that there exist an expansion over trees. We
consider the general partition function
Z =
∫
Dµ(σ)eβ
∑
ij AijHij(σi,σj), (4)
e.g. H = −∑ij AijHij , for an arbitrary measure Dµ(σ),
but for reasons that will become clear soon we restrict
our approach to two body interactions. Given this setup,
here we propose to rewrite the partition function as a
forest expansion, and in particular a reduction in terms
of trees. Let us define xij = e
βAijHij − 1. A forest
expansion is a sum of the form
Z =
∑
F∈G
ZF (xij) (5)
in which F are subgraphs of G which do not contain
cycles. Clearly, the fact that F does contain cycles does
not mean that cycles effectively do not contribute to the
sum, and we will see how these enter.
In the following we will often refer to sup |βHij |′s or
sup |e
∑
ij uijβHij |′s..
Specifically, we write write the following explicit ex-
pression for the partition function
Z(β, {Aij}) = Z(β,A12, A23, · · · ) (6)
where we consider the variables Aij representing the cou-
plings as N(N − 1)/2 variables, and introduce dummy
variables hij as
f(hij) = Z(β,A12h12, A23h23, · · · ) (7)
Given this approach, we now introduce the BKAR for-
mula for this equation. The focus is to calculate Z(β) =
f(~1).
BKAR Forest formula
Clearly, according to definitions of the previous section
we are interested in evaluating f(~1). We now employ the
Brydges-Kennedy-Abdessalam-Rivasseau (BKAR) for-
mula in order to write f(~1) in terms of a forest on the
interaction graph [13–15].
In order to make the notation clear, we consider N
points labeled by i = 1, · · · , N which represent the num-
ber of variables σ over which the partition function is
summed or integrated over, and denote (ij) with edges
between nodes i and j. We then consider a smooth and
arbitrarily derivable function f([0, 1]N(N−1)/2) → R. If
the system (and thus N) is finite this is the case, but in
3FIG. 1. Forest expansion for K3.
the limit N →∞ such ability to take derivatives can be
undermined by phase transitions. While restrictive, there
are many other techniques to evaluate partition functions
close to phase transitions, and thus we focus on the case
in which β is small enough. We wish to employ the fol-
lowing forest formula:
f(1, · · · , 1) =
∑
F
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
|F|
(( ∏
(ij)∈F
∂
∂uij
)
f
)
|uij=wij(uF ).
(8)
where the sum runs over all forests F drawn over the
labeled vertices. While the notation of the formula above
is a bit intimidating, one essentially takes the derivative
of the function with respect of the variables of the forest
elements, and then sets the variables to wij , which we
define below, and depend on the forest and the variables
uij . The typical example is the in Fig. 1.
A forest is a sum over trees (not necessarily spanning
the graph), connected or disconnected, over the complete
graph KN on the N vertices. The derivative is evaluated
at the point uij = wij(F). Given a connected tree T
which touches vertices i,j we call Pij the unique sequence
of edges PTij = {eik, ekt, · · · , erj}. Then
wij(F) =

uij if (ij) ∈ F
min(ukt ∈ PFij ) if ∃ a nonempty Pij
0 otherwise
(9)
While the formula applies to the complete graph KN of
the interaction matrix, this in fact applies to the the sup-
port of G. This is due to the fact that the BKAR function
contains
∏
(ij)∈F
∂
∂uij
f({uijAij}), which is zero if the for-
est includes a coupling term which is absent.
Let us now evaluate the derivatives explicitly. We have( ∏
(ij)∈F
∂
∂uij
)
f =
∏
(ij)∈F
βAijHijf({h}) (10)
which follows from the fact that f({u}) =∫
dDµ(σ)e
∑
ij AijHijuij . Thus, we have
f(1, · · · , 1) =
∑
F
∫
dµ(σ)
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
|F|
∏
(ij)∈F
duijβAijHije
β
∑
ij AijHijwij |wij(uF ). (11)
Let us now look at the following different cases.
Let F be a forest and G the interaction graph. Let us
call G¯ = G \ F the remainder of the graph. We define
a path augmentation as the introduction of (ij) ∈ G¯ in
F . If there is no path augmentation, e.g. (ij) ∈ G¯ such
that F ∪ (ij) contains a cycle, then wij has only support
on F , and wij = uij . Let us call A the subset of forests
such that there is no path augmentation and A¯ = F \A.
Clearly, ∑
F
=
∑
A¯
+
∑
A
.
In the case of no path augmentations is not hard to
calculate the integrals explicitly, as these do not depend
on min(u′s), and we have
ZA¯ =
∫
dµ(σ)
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
∏
(ij)∈A
duijβAijHije
β
∑
ij AijHijuij
=
∫
dµ(σ)
∏
(ij)∈A
(eβAijHij − 1). (12)
It is thus convenient to rewrite the sum splitting terms
with and without path augmentations.
Let us write
4Z =
∑
A¯
∫
dµ(σ)
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
|F|
∏
(ij)∈F
duijβAijHije
β
∑
ij AijHijwij
+
∑
A
∫
dµ(σ)
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
|F|
∏
(ij)∈F
duijβAijHije
β
∑
ij AijHijuije
β
∑
k Ai′
k
j′
k
Hi′
k
j′
k
min(uikjk∈Pi′kj′k )
=
∑
F
∫
dµ(σ)
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
|F|
∏
(ij)∈F
duijβAijHije
β
∑
ij AijHijwij
+
∑
A
∫
dµ(σ)
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
|F|
∏
(ij)∈F
duijβAijHije
β
∑
ij AijHijuij (e
β
∑
k Ai′
k
j′
k
Hi′
k
j′
k
min(uikjk∈Pi′kj′k ) − 1)
= ZF + ZA, (13)
where ZF is a sum in which cycles have been removed,
while ZA contains all the cycles, which we denoted Pij ,
where (i, j) is the edge being added to form a cycle in
the forest element. In the equation above we have simply
added and subtracted one to all the exponentials contain-
ing cycle augmentations with cycles
e
β
∑
k Ai′
k
j′
k
Hi′
k
j′
k
min(uikjk∈Pi′kj′k ) + 1− 1. (14)
Clearly, if G is a tree, then there are no path augmenta-
tions, and the formula is a sum over all possible forests.
In this case, if G is a tree, we have
Z = f(~1) =
∑
F
∫
dµ(σ)
∏
(ij)∈F
(eβAijHij − 1) = ZF ,
which is exactly the cluster expansion in statistical
physics at the tree level. We will prove below that if
the underlying graph G is a tree, such sum is exactly
ZG =
∫
dµe−βH . Thus, this proves that we recover the
partition function of the 2-body Hamiltonian on a tree.
What is interesting is the case in which G is not a tree,
which by definition implies that it contains cycles. Let
us now consider the most interesting case, e.g. if F /∈ A.
Since we want to prove a cycle expansion, let us assume
that the underlying graph G has a minimum cycle length
L∗, e.g. that there is no closed walk on G which can be
done in less than L∗ steps.
One-cycle expansion
Let us assume to begin with that we have a forest A
and that there is, without loss of generality, a unique path
augmentation between i and j with a cycle of length L′.
Such expansion is exact on graphs which have only one
cycle. Let us call Pij ⊂ F and A \ Pij . For ∆Z =
(Z − ZF )|1cycle, we have
∆Z =
∑
A
∫
dµ(σ)
∏
(rt)∈A\Pij
(eβArtHrt − 1)
·
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
∏
(rt)∈Pij
durtβArtHrte
∑
ekt∈Pij ArtHrturt
· (eAijHijmin(urt∈Pij) − 1)
Any extra term which connects two vertices i, j ∈ F
in the same tree, by construction introduces a cycle of
length L = |Pij |+ 1.
At this point we introduce techniques to upper bound
|∆Z|. We focus first on the 1-cycle expansion above,
and extend these results to many (non necessarily dis-
connected) cycles. In particular, we are interested in ob-
taining upper bounds of the form
|Z − ZF | ≤ z˜(L∗) (15)
where L∗ is the minimum length of a cycle in the interac-
tion graph, and where z˜(L∗) is a function which is goes
to zero for L→∞.
In eqn. (13) there are various terms that appear and
that need to be taken care of if we want to introduce a
proper bound. First we focus on∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
∏
(rt)∈Pij
durtβArtHrte
∑
ekt∈Pij ArtHrturt
·eAijHijmin(urt∈Pij) (16)
We first introduce the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for
integrals. First, let us note that∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
du1 · · · duk(·) = 〈·〉 (17)
5FIG. 2. This is an example of a cycle and the closure variable
involved.
is effectively a measure, and 〈1〉 = 1. Let us call ∫ Duk
such measure. Then, we observe that given two real func-
tions f(~u) and g(~u), we can define
〈f(~u), g(~u)〉 =
∫
Dukf(~u)g(~u)
=
∫ 1
0
du1 · · · dukf(u1, · · · , uk)g(u1, · · · , uk)
One basic property of integrals that we will use is
|
∫ 1
0
Dukf(~u)g(u)| ≤ sup~u|f(u)| · |
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
Dukg(u)|
Consider∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
∏
(rt)∈Pij
durtβArtHrte
β
∑
ekt∈Pij ArtHrturt
· (eβAijHijmin(urt∈Pij))− 1)
= 〈fF (~u), gF (~u)〉, (18)
where we choose
fF (~u) =
∏
(rt)∈Pij
βArtHrte
∑
ekt∈Pij ArtHrturt
gF (~u) = eβAijHijmin(urt∈Pij) − 1 (19)
The situation is similar to the one in Fig. 2 Then, we
have
〈fF , gF 〉 ≤ sup~u|
∏
(rt)∈Pij
βArtHrte
∑
ekt∈Pij ArtHrturt |
·|
∫ 1
0
DukeβAijHijmin(u∈Pij) − 1|
(20)
We will focus on the integral above next. Let us now
see how to bound these integrals when we have multi-
cuts.
It is easy to show that for semi-positive real functions,
is a scalar product. We have in fact
• 〈f(~u), f(~u)〉 = ∫ Dukf2(~u) ≥ 0, and thus 〈f, f〉 =
0 =⇒ f = 0.
FIG. 3. Example of a cut in the case of a multi-cycle forest
element.
• The scalar product is clearly bilinear, as 〈af, g〉 =
a〈f, g〉 and 〈f, ag〉 = a〈f, g〉.
• The property of conjugate definiteness is trivial for
real functions.
This implies that we can use the Cauchy-Schwartz in-
equality, we have in fact
〈f, g〉 ≤
√
〈f2〉〈g2〉 (21)
Let us now introduce the notion of cuts. Consider the
situation in which there are multiple paths in the forest
expansion, a situation with two cycles as follows
〈fF , gF 〉 ≤ sup~u|
∏
(rt)∈Pij
βArtHrte
β
∑
ekt∈Pij ArtHrturt |
· |
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
du1 · · ·ukeβAijHijmin(u∈Pij) − 1|
(22)
we will see that the case with N cycles can be reduced
to the case with 2 cycles. The situation is like the one in
Fig. 3.
In the following we will assume that
H¯ = sup~u|
∏
(rt)∈Pij
βArtHrte
∑
ekt∈Pij ArtHrturt | <∞.(23)
In particular, what is important to note is that
lim
L→∞
H¯
L
= 0. (24)
Now note that we can upper bound H¯ as
H¯ ≤ β(L−1)(sup|Hij |)(L−1)e(L−1)βsup|Hij |. (25)
We see that we can write
β(L−1)(sup|Hij |)(L−1)e(L−1)βsup|Hij | = (xex)L−1(26)
6where x = βsup|Hij |. It follows that there is a critical
value for x for which the approximation applies. This is
xc = W (1) ≈ 0.567134[..] (27)
where W (x) is the Lambert W-function. It follows that
for
Tc ≥ κW (1)sup|Hij | (28)
such approximation applies. In the following we set κ = 1
and assume that such requirement holds.
Cycles galore, Cuts and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
We now discuss many cycles in the same forest. Let
us first understand how cycles enter into the calculation.
The goal will be to bound the contribution of the cycles
into the partition function in the size of the minimum
length L.
Situation (a) is that the cycles are on two different
paths, e.g. Pij ∩ Pi′j′ = {∅}. In this case we can split
the integrals in two, as from the point of view of the
variables uij the two cycles are not overlapping on any
variable uij . Thus min(uij ∈ Pij) and min(uij ∈ Pi′j′)
act on different variables. The situation (b) is that the
cycles overlap, meaning Pij ∩ Pi′j′ 6= {∅}. An extreme
situation of this is one in which (b1) Pij ∩ Pi′j′ = Pij or
(b2) Pij∩Pi′j′ = Pi′j′ . In this situation, one cycle is con-
tained into the other. We can write min(uij ∈ Pi′j′) =
min(min(u ∈ Pij), u ∈ {Pi′j′ \ Pij}) or min(uij ∈ Pij) =
min(min(u ∈ Pi′j′), u ∈ {Pij \ Pi′j′}). The less extreme
situation is the one in which the two augmented paths
contain only a subset of the variables. Both situation
can be overcome with a cut, which is an application of
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in order to separate two
cycles [18, 19]. Specifically,
|
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
∏
(rt)∈{Pij∪Pi′j′}
durtβArtHrte
∑
ekt∈{Pij∪∈Pi′j′ }
βArtHrturt
· (eβAijHijmin(urt∈Pij)eβAi′j′Hi′j′min(urt∈Pi′j′ ) − 1)|
≤ sup~u|βArtHrte
∑
ekt∈{Pij∪∈Pi′j′ }
βArtHrturt |
·|
∫ 1
0
duk(eβAijHijmin(urt∈Pij)eβAi′j′Hi′j′min(urt∈Pi′j′ ) − 1)|. (29)
Let us now call the average for K cycles as
QTK(L1, · · · , LK) =
∫ 1
0
duk
K∏
k=1
eTβAikjkHikjkmin(urt∈Pikjk )
(30)
where we identify with L1 the length of the cycle, e.g. we
have in each subcycle the variables ui1 · · ·uiL−1 . Let us
now now focus on
Q12(L1, L2) =
∫ 1
0
duk eβAijHijmin(urt∈Pij)
·eβAi′j′Hi′j′min(urt∈Pi′j′ ) (31)
We can use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality as follows.
We define
fF (~u) = eβAijHijmin(urt∈Pij)
gF (~u) = eβAi′j′Hi′j′min(urt∈Pi′j′ ) (32)
Then, we can apply the Cauchy-Schwartz formula and
obtain
〈fF (~u), gF (~u)〉 ≤
√
〈fF (~u), fF (~u)〉〈gF (~u), gF (~u)〉
Evaluating these integrals 〈gF (~u), gF (~u)〉 and
〈fF (~u), fF (~u)〉 independently, we see that have ef-
fectively decoupled the cycles, but doubled the effective
strength of the interaction Aij and Ai′j′ . We can apply
for each single cycle the inequality of eqn. (20) twice,
which gives the same common factor squared, but with
an overall square root. Thus we reduce for 2-cycles the
computation of
|Q12(L1, L2)| ≤
√∫ 1
0
Duke2βAijHijmin(urt∈Pij)
·
√∫ 1
0
Du˜ke2βAi′j′Hi′j′min(u˜∈Pi′j′ )
=
√
Q21(L1)Q
2
1(L2) (33)
which is twice the calculation for a single cycle.
Let us now consider the case in which there are multi-
ple cycles. It is not hard to see that we can write, via a
7sequence of cuts,
|Q1K(Li)| ≤
√
Q21(L1)Q
2
K−1(L2, · · · , LK)
≤
√
Q21(L1)
√
Q41(L2)Q
4
K−2(L3, · · · , LK)
... (34)
≤
K∏
k=1
(Q2k1 (Lk))
1
2k . (35)
We have now reduced the multi-cycle case, via a se-
quence of cuts, to a 1-cycle calculation. We should thus
focus on the single cycle case.
Cycle Sparse versus Cycle Dense graphs
There are two regimes which need to be discussed.
The first is the case for which K is finite, and KL → 0.
The second is when K → ∞ and L → ∞. It is easy
to see that according to the bounds from the previous
section, a graph is dense or sparse according to the limit
of K versus L. The value of K can be defined via the
dual graph. The dual graph L is the graph by which
we replace every cycle by a vertex, and connect these
vertices if two cycles are adjacent (e.g. they share an
edge). Examples of cycle dense and sparse graphs are
shown in Fig. 4.
Definition 1 Let K be the maximum degree of
the dual graph of G. We say that a graph G is cycle
sparse if for N → ∞, KL → 0. On the other hand if
limN→∞ KL → c where c is constant, we say that the
graph is cycle dense.
What we wish to show is that what discriminates the
quality of the forest expansion is exactly the sparse graph
regime.
Cycle Sparse graphs: Case K finite, L large.
First let us assume K finite. Let us anticipate that for
cycle sparse graphs we have
Q2k1 (βAijHij , L1) ≈ 1 +
2kβAijHij
L1
+O(
1
L21
). (36)
If we use this formula, we have then
|Q1K(L1, · · · , LK)| ≤
K∏
k=1
(1 +
2kβAijHij
Lk
)
1
2k (37)
If we now assume that Lk  βHij , we can write
K∏
k=1
(1 +
2kβAijHij
Lk
)
1
2k ≈
K∏
k=1
(1 +
βAikjkHikjk
Lk
) (38)
FIG. 4. Two examples for cycle dense and cycle sparse graphs.
In (a) we see that each cycle is only finitely connected to many
other cycles via connected links. In (b) we have that each
cycle is connected to all the other K cycles via a single edge,
independently from the length of the cycle. In this case, if
these cycles are of length L1 · · ·LK , then the total number of
edges of the graph is E =
∑K
i=1 Li −K + 1, and if the cycles
are all equal, E = K(L − 1) + 1. Since these are all cycles,
we have also N = K(L − 2) + 2. Thus E − N = K − 1 and
K = N−2
L−2 , which corresponds to η = 1 in eqn. (45).
If we want to keep only the terms of order up to 1L , then
we have
K∏
k=1
(1 +
AikjkHikjk
Lk
)
1
2k ≈ 1 +
K∑
j=1
βAikjkHikjk
Lj
(39)
from which we obtain a loose upper bound
|Q1K(L1, · · · , LK)| ≤ 1 + βH¯
K
L∗
(40)
where L∗ is the minimum cycle size in the interaction
graph, and H¯ = supk|Hikjk |. The result above applies
only if K is finite, e.g. if K does not scale with L (or N).
The bound we just obtained relied on a specific iden-
tity:
Q1(A) =
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
eAmin(u1,··· ,uL)du1 · · ·uL
=
Γ(L+ 1)
Γ(L)
eAA−L(Γ(L)− Γ(L,A))
≈ 1 + A
L+ 1
+O(
1
L2
) (41)
which we now prove. First we note that by the symmetry
of the integral, we can write
SL(A) =
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
eAmin(u1,··· ,uL)du1 · · ·uL
= Γ(L+ 1)
∫ 1
0
du1
∫ u1
0
· · ·
∫ uL−1
0
duLe
AuL .
We note that the formula can be obtained via the
Cauchy repeated integration formula. Given a function
f(x), we define
f (−n)(x) =
∫ x
a
∫ u1
a
· · ·
∫ uL−1
a
f(uL)duL · · · du1.(42)
8Cauchy formula shows that we can obtain the formula
via the calculation of the integral
f (−n)(x) =
1
Γ(L)
∫ x
a
(x− t)L−1f(t)dt. (43)
We thus have
SL(A) =
∫ 1
0
· · ·
∫ 1
0
eAmin(u1,··· ,uL)du1 · · ·uL
=
Γ(L+ 1)
Γ(L)
∫ 1
0
(1− t)L−1eAtdt
=
Γ(L+ 1)
Γ(L)
eAA−L(Γ(L)− Γ(L,A)) (44)
where Γ(L,A) =
∫∞
A
tL−1e−tdt.
What we care about is the leading order in L for L→
∞. We have
Γ(L+ 1)
Γ(L)
eAA−L (Γ(L)− Γ(L,A))
∼ 1 + A
L+ 1
+
A2
(L+ 2)(L+ 1)
+
A3
(L+ 3)(L+ 2)(L+ 1)
+ · · · .
which concludes the proof.
Cycle Dense graphs: Case K and L infinite. Let us
now consider the case in which now K is unbounded.
First, note that in the worst case scenario, these cycles
are connected via 1 edge each. Thus, there is a number
of u variables involved given by Nu = L1 + · · ·+LK −K.
Since the number of u variables has be Nu ≤ N(N−1)2 ,
we must have that for the minimum length of the cycle,
we have at most K(L∗ − 1) ≤ N(N−1)2 . Thus, in general
we can parametrize the growth of K with N as have an
upper bound
K ∼ N
η
L∗
(45)
with 0 ≤ η ≤ 2 for K → ∞, N → ∞ and N → ∞. On
the other hand, we have the general bound
3 ≤ L∗ ≤ N − 1. (46)
Since we are interested in L∗ → ∞, necessarily we must
have L∗ = Nγ for c and γ constants. Analogously, as-
sume K ∼ Nγ′ . Where we must have via a scaling argu-
ment that
γ = η − γ′. (47)
and L∗ ∼ K γγ′ . Thus we can perform the following upper
bound
K∏
k=1
(1 +
AikjkHikjk
Lk
)
1
2k ≤
K∏
k=1
(1 +
2kβAijHij
L∗
)
1
2k
≤ lim
K→∞
(1 + ρ
βH¯
K
γ
γ′
)K (48)
where ρ depends on the scaling relationships for L∗ and
K in terms of N . Because of the relationship above, we
have γγ′ =
η
γ′ − 1. Now note that if ηγ′ > 2, then such
limit is one, while if ηγ′ = 2 the limit is e
ρβH . We can
now take the limit K →∞, from which we obtain
∞∏
k=1
(1 +
AikjkHikjk
Lk
)
1
2k ≤ lim
K→∞
K∏
k=1
(1 +
ρβH¯
K
) = eρβH¯ .
The argument above shows that, since the cycle con-
tributions are finite (if H is bounded) even in the case
of dense cycles the forest approximation should work. In
fact, eρβH¯ − 1 ≈ ρβH¯ is finite in this case, and the two
limits are parametrized by ρ ≥ 0.
Sum over AK and Forest formula corrections
In order to simplify the calculus, we note that we
can write the expansion over A in terms of a sum over
all graphs which contain K cycles. This is
∑
A =∑
K=1
∑
AK without loss of generality, where AK a graph
which contains K path augmentations. Each element in
AK can be written as a graph sum such that there are
K path augmentation, which is essentially as fixing the
loop. Since for each element in the sum we fixing the
loop, the sum is on every forest of the remainder of the
graph which contains that specific combination of path
augmentations.
If we put together the bounds from the previous sec-
tion, we obtain
|Z − Zforest| ≤
∫
dµ(σ)
(∑
K
Kg(L)
∑
AK
∏
(rt)∈AK\∪kPikjk
(eβArtHrt − 1) ·
K∏
k=1
(βH¯)|Pikjk |−1eβH¯(|Pikjk |−1)
)
(49)
where we defined AK as the set of trees which have K-
path augmentations (e.g. K cycle), and |Pikjk | is the
length of the cycle associated with the cotree element
(ikjk). Also, we have introduced the function g(L) which
9is KβH¯L for cycle sparse graphs and e
ρ′H¯ for cycle dense
graphs, where K is the number of cycles and ρ is a pa-
rameter which characterizes how dense the graph is.
The proof would be done at this stage if we knew that∑
AK involves only a small number of elements. Un-
fortunately, Cayley’s theorem shows that the number of
such elements is rather large, e.g.
∑
AK ∼ NN elements,
and thus would destroy any bound, even if this multiplies
something which exponentially small. We thus need to
discuss how to perform the sum in order to show that this
is less than exponentially large in L. This issue requires
some analysis on the meaning of the formula of eqn. (49)
in terms of cycles and forest, and will be discussed in the
next section in more detail.
In particular, we will need to show that for T  Tc,
then ∑
AK
∏
(rt)∈AK\∪kPikjk
(eβArtHrt − 1)
= (e−βH |TAK +O
(
(βH¯)
∑
k |Pikjk∈AK|
)
(50)
where TAK is the tree obtained from removing the K
cycles associated to the path augmentations from the
graphs.
At this stage, all we can say is that if we can prove that∑
AK
∏
(rt)∈F\∪kPikjk (e
βArtHrt − 1) is bounded, then
Z(β) = ZF¯ +
{
O(q(L−1)eρβH¯) cycle dense graphs
O( q
(L−1)
L ) cycle sparse graphs
While for β < βc the result is the same, for β = βc (q = 1)
the behavior is different. The value of q is temperature
dependent, if we define H = supij |Hij |, then
q = βHeβH . (51)
We thus have that q < 1 for β < βc, with βc =
(W (1)H)−1.
Nonetheless, because of the statement above, we know
that for β < βc we have
Z ≈ ZF¯ . (52)
where ZF¯ is a polynomial expansion in the graph edge
variables xij = e
βAijHij−1. In the next section we clarify
the role of spanning trees in the forest expansion.
EXPRESSION FOR ZF¯ IN TERMS OF TREES
AND CYCLES
Reference tree expansion
In the previous section we have seen that for sparse
graphs with large cycles the probability distribution can
be approximated by a forest expansion.
In principle, every single term of this expansion can
evaluated in polynomial time, being the expansion a
product of variables xij = e
βAijHij − 1 on a forest sub-
graph of G. However, we wonder whether such expansion
can be rewritten in terms of trees in a more compact
form. Moreover, it is very well known that the number
of forests on a graph on N vertices grows as (N −1)N−1,
which is Cayley’s formula. It is thus interesting to ob-
tained closed form expressions for the forest expansion.
In the following we work at the level of the probabil-
ity distribution, but all results about the partition func-
tion can be obtained by integrating over the measure∫
Dµ(σ).
More specifically, we are interested in finding an ex-
pression for the partition function ZF¯ . This is motivated
by the fact that if we can write ZF¯ in terms of trees, then
its computation can be done efficiently via belief prop-
agation, if not exactly, at least numerically. Note that
graphs are vector spaces, and thus collections of graphs
can be “orthogonalized”.
Now note that since in ZF we have integrated out
all uij , the result is only dependent on polynomials in
xij = e
βAijHij − 1. Given a graph G we define the graph
polynomial
PG(x) =
∏
(ij)
(1 + xij) (53)
Let us introduce the following notation: given a graph
G, F(G) is the sum over the forests, e.g. any connected
or disconnected tree subgraph of G. We have that ZF¯ =∑
G∈F(G) PG(~x). Now note that we can write
e−βH = eβ
∑
ij AijHij =
∏
(ij)∈E(G)
(1 + (eβAijHij − 1))
=
∏
(ij)∈G
(1 + xij) =
∑
G′⊂G
∏
(ij)∈E(G′)
xij (54)
Thus the probability distribution can be written as a sum
over all possible subgraphs of G. The formula above is
rather similar to the first order Forest expansion. Clearly,
if G contains cycles, the sum is over all possible subgraphs
(with cycles or not). If G is a tree however, then all
possible subgraphs define a forest sum. Thus, for trees,
we have ∏
(ij)∈T
(1 + xij) =
∑
G′∈F(T )
∏
(ij)∈G′
xij . (55)
This implies that for trees we have ZF¯ =∑
G′∈F(T ) PG′(x), and thus simply we confirm the
BKAR formula for the case of trees. Also, it suggests to
write ZF¯ in terms of trees. We write such identification
as
ZF¯ (T ) = PF(T )(x) = ZT , (56)
e.g. ZF¯ (T ) is simply the partition function of the tree.
Clearly, the formula is not true for the case in which
G contains cycles. One comments that we can make im-
mediately is that the ZA¯, while being a sum over graphs
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without cycles, does contain information on the cycles.
In fact, the forest will contain trees which surround a
certain cycle without forming one. If we can write ZF¯
in terms of trees. Clearly, such problem does not have
naturally a unique solution, as given an arbitrary graph
we have a number of spanning trees given by the Kirch-
hoff formula. However, we wonder if we can express Za¯
in terms of a reference spanning tree T . In order to do
that, first we need to express F(G) in terms of a (refer-
ence) spanning tree.
Let T be an arbitrary spanning tree T ⊂ G, and we
define the co-tree as T¯ = G \ T . Given an edge of the e
co-tree, we associate the cycle Ce ∈ G which contains e.
We define the reduced cycle C˜e \ {e}, which is the tree
obtained from cycle by removing e. Clearly C˜e ⊂ T . It
is known that C = {Ce : e ∈ T¯ } forms a basis for all
the cycles in the graph, and we will use this fact later.
Also, we call Fe1···ek(G) a k-rooted forest of G, e.g. all
the forests which contain the edges e1, · · · , ek. Then, we
now introduce the following:
Orthogonalization of rooted k-forests. Let e1 · · · eK be
an ordered sequence of edges. We define the following
sequence of reduced forests:
F˜e1···eK (G) = Fe1···eK (G)
F˜e1···eK−1(G) = Fe1···eK−1(G)− F˜e1···eK (G)
F˜e1···eK−2(G) = Fe1···eK−2(G)− F˜e1···eK−1(G)− F˜e1···eK (G)
...
F˜e1(G) = Fe1(G)− F˜e1e2(G)− · · · − F˜e1···eK (G) (57)
By construction, rooted forests are defined in such a
way that they contain only the forests with the specified
edges. The orthogonalized forest are constructed such
that F˜ei1 ···eik (G) contain only forests which contain the
edges ei1 · · · eik . It follows that:
For an arbitrary graph G and a tree-cotree splitting
(T , T¯ ), with |T¯ | = K
F(G) = F(T ) +
K∑
k=1
∑
Pk(e1,··· ,eK)
F˜ei1 ···eik (G)
= F(T )
+
K∑
k=1
∑
Pk(e1,··· ,eK)
ei1 ◦ · · · ◦ eik ◦∆F (ei1 , · · · , eik)
where the sum is over all k-partitions Pk(e1, · · · , eK)
of the edges ei ∈ T¯ , and ∆F (ei1 , · · · , eik) = F(T ) −
Qei1 ,··· ,eik (T ) is the forest expansion without cycles.
The proof of first equation follows from the fact that
orthogonal rooted forests with different rooted edges
necessarily contain different forest graphs, which is
obtained from Lemma 2. The second statement follows
from the fact that all k-rooted forests are contained in
ei1 ◦ · · · ◦ eik ◦ F(T ). However, from these one needs to
subtract those graphs which generates cycles. 
At this point, we can complete the proof of eqn. (50)
by inspecting what AK represents. Let us assume that
the total number of (fundamental) cycles is P . This is
the sum over all possible graphs with K cycles, and the
cycles have been “removed” and incorporated in the cycle
upper bounds of the previous section. Thus, the sum AK
is essentially over all possible forests with the K branches
of the tree associated to the cycles cut off, but still (es-
sentially) containing the remaining P − K cycles, but
failing to contain a path augmentation by construction.
As such, similarly to what we had done before, we have
in fact that for T > Tc, we have an upper bound in terms
of the reference tree expansion∑
AK
∏
(rt)∈AK\∪kPikjk
(eβArtHrt − 1)
≤
(
e−βH |TAK +O(βH¯)
))
(58)
where now e−βH |TAK , which is a reference tree without
cycles, and thus is of order one with respect to L∗. The
reason why this is an upper bound is that in order to
contain a forest expansion of the remaining tree, we need
to add extra terms (which would potentially contribute
with a path augmentation).
This concludes the proof of the convergence to the for-
est expansion of the previous section, as now in the limit
L∗ →∞, every single term multiplying q(L∗−1) is of order
one with respect to L∗.
Optimal reference tree and cycle algebra
Consider now orthogonal 1-roots F¯ei(ei ◦ T ).
Let us now note that the previous result gives a way of
selecting the spanning tree T . In fact, the graph polyno-
mial specified previously and constructed from a rooted
forest F˜ei1 ···eik (G), necessarily contain
∏k
j=1(e
βHei1 −1).
This means that if βHei1 = 0, necessarily these must
be zero. Also, at high temperatures, this implies that
Fe1···ek(G) must be proportional to βk. As such, one
plausibly choose a tree such that the orthogonal rooted
forest are minimal, or that the tree is maximal, with
graph edge variables wij = sup|eβHij − 1|.
At this point, we can state the best choice of a
reference tree.
Definition 2. Let G be a sparse graph according to
Definition 1 and β ≤ βc be finite. Let us define the
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weighted graph Gwij = {wijAij} according to the defini-
tion of wij above. Given a tree T we define the stripped
weighted graph G¯wij = Gwij \ T in which the elements of
T are removed. Then, we say that a spanning tree is T
optimal if
T ∗ = minT ||G¯w||22. (59)
where ||G¯w||22 is the Frobenius norm. It can be seen
immediately that if G is a tree, such solution corresponds
to the graph itself.
Let us now provide a way of evaluating these orthog-
onal sets via the tree T . Let us now define Te = T \ C˜e
as the portion of the reference spanning tree which does
not contain C˜e.
Given an edge e, introduce the notation that e ◦ G′ is
the graph G with the introduction of the edge e. Then
we have
Let a graph G be a graph with a single cycle, and
arbitrary spanning tree T and cotree T¯ = G\T , we have
F(e ◦ T ) = F(T ) + e ◦ (F(T )−F(Te) ◦ C˜e)
= F(T ) + e ◦ F(T )−F(Te) ◦ Ce (60)
We can prove the formula above as follows. Any graph
G can be constructed as follows. Let T ∪ T¯ be a tree-
cotree decomposition for G. Then let us call ei, i = 1 · · · k
be the edges of T¯ . We have
G = e1 ◦ (e2 ◦ (· · · (ek ◦ T ))). (61)
Since G contains only one cycle, we have that |T¯ | = 1.
Then, in order to prove eqn. (60) it is sufficient to
prove that, given a spanning tree T , and e ∈ T¯
F(e ◦ T ) = F(T ) + e ◦ (F(T )−F(Te) ◦ C˜e). (62)
Now, given a spanning tree T , e ◦ T contains a cycle,
and F(T ) contains T because it is a tree. Now it is easy
to see that the only elements of the forest which contain
the cycle are those elements of F(T ) which contain the
reduced cycle C˜e. These can be obtained as F(Te) ◦ C˜e,
which generates all the elements in F(T ) which contains
Ce. 
It follows that Q(ei) = F(Te) ◦ C˜ei). This proves the
formula above essentially for a graph close to a tree.
When many cycles are present the formula becomes a
little more involved, and one needs to introduce some
new operations between cycles, e.g. a cycle calculus. It
is very well known that the fundamental cycles form a
basis for the cycle space. Given a set of fundamental cy-
cles C, we define the following two binary operations for
Ce, Ce′ ∈ C:
Ce◦e′ = Ce ◦ Ce′ = {e : e ∈ Ce ∪ Ce′}
Ce∩e′ = Ce ∩ Ce′ = {e : e ∈ Ce ∩ Ce′}
C˜ee′ = CeCe′ = {e : e ∈ (Ce ∪ Ce′) \ (Ce ∩ Ce′)}
(63)
and similar notions for C˜e and C˜e′ . Note that if (Ce ∩
Ce′) = {∅}, Ce◦e′ = Cee′ , and that we can write Ce◦e′ =
e ◦ e′ ◦ T .
On the other hand Cee′ is in fact a new cycle con-
tained in G and obtained from the cycle basis. Thus,
similarly to the case of a single cycle, if e1, e2 ∈ T¯ ,
e1 ◦ e2 ◦ F(T ) adds to the forest all graphs which con-
tain both e1 and e2. Naturally, however, these are not
all trees, and thus some of these must be subtracted. As
in the case of a single cycle, such cycle is local to Ce1
and Ce2 (and this is because Ce is a basis), and thus the
graphs that need to be subtracted are all those that con-
tain some cycles. These are all graphs that contain as a
subgraph Ce1 and/or Ce2 , or Ce1e2 if Ce1e2 6= Ce1◦e2 .
These subgraphs are
e1 ◦ e2 ◦ C˜e1◦e2 , e1 ◦ e2 ◦ C˜e1 ,
e1 ◦ e2 ◦ C˜e2 , e1 ◦ e2 ◦ C˜e1e2 . (64)
Let us call
Q(e1, e2) = e1 ◦ e2 ◦ (C˜e1◦e2 + C˜e1 + C˜e2
+ (1− δe1◦e2,e1e2)C˜e1e2).
In the equation above, δδe1◦e2,e1e2 is a shorthand no-
tation; δδe1◦e2,e1e2 = 1 if Ce◦e′ = Cee′ and zero other-
wise. We defined a reduced tree as Tee′ = T \ Cee′ ,
which is the tree which does not contain elements of
C˜e1∪e2 = C˜e1 ∪ C˜e2 . Then, similarly to the case of a
single cycle, we have for two adjacent cycles, we have
F(e1 ◦ e2 ◦ T ) = (1 + e1 + e2 + e1 ◦ e2) ◦ F(T )
− F(Te1) ◦ Ce1 −F(Te2) ◦ Ce2
− F(Te1e2) ◦Q(e1, e2). (65)
At this point however we should start to see a pattern. If
we introduce a third cycle, we will have e1 ◦e2 ◦e3 ◦F(T )
but we should remove from these the one, two and three
cycles contribution. These are
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F(e1 ◦ e2 ◦ e3 ◦ T ) = (1 + e1 + e2 + e3 + e1 ◦ e2 + e2 ◦ e3 + e1 ◦ e3 + e1 ◦ e2 ◦ e3) ◦ F(T )
− F(Te1) ◦ Ce1 −F(Te2) ◦ Ce2 −F(Te3) ◦ Ce3
− F(Te1e2) ◦Q(e1, e2)−F(Te2e3) ◦Q(e2, e3)−F(Te1e3) ◦Q(e1, e3)
− F(Te1e2e3) ◦Q(e1, e2, e3)
Q(e1, e2, e3) = e1 ◦ e2 ◦ e3 ◦ (C˜e1◦e2◦e3 + C˜e1◦e2 + C˜e1◦e3 + C˜e2◦e3
+ (1− δ◦,)C˜e1e2 + (1− δ◦,)C˜e1e3 + (1− δ◦,)C˜e2e3 + (1− δ◦,)Ce1e2e3) (66)
where we used a shorthand notation for the delta, and is
the expression for the 3rd order correction. We now note
something interesting, which is that what the calculation
above suggest is the introduction of a “loop” algebra,
as advocated in [10, 11], and we thus re-obtain (with a
different technique), the corrections obtained via belief
propagation for the case of graphical models.
Let us now note that the cycle operator acting on F(T )
can be written, recursively, as∏
ei∈T¯
(1 + ei)F(T ) = e−βH |T¯ F(T )
= e−βH |T¯ e−βH |T = e−βH . (67)
To our surprise we are thus reconstructing, cycle by cycle,
the full probability distribution. For computability pur-
poses reconstructing the full forest expansion might is as
hard as computing the full model. What have we gained
this far? We could have obtained such an approximation
directly from e−βH , decomposing G = (T , T¯ ) as
e−βH = eβ
∑
(ij)∈G AijHij = eβ
∑
(ij)∈T AijHije
β
∑
(ij)∈T¯AijHij
= eβ
∑
(ij)∈T AijHij
∏
(ij)∈T¯
(1 + (eβHij − 1))
= (1 + · · · )e−βH |T (68)
However, we would have missed the corrections to the
tree approximation required by the forest expansion: we
are iteratively removing the cycles from the decomposi-
tion in order to regain the right sum.
A particular simple case is the one of G = K3, this
is shown in Fig. 5. There we have that C˜e = T and
e = T¯ , and Te = {∅} and F(Te) = 1. Thus F(K3) =
F(T ) + T¯ ◦ (F(T )− T ) .
First order approximation
Note that eqn. (60) explicitly shows how the cycle
decomposition enters in the forest formula for an arbi-
trary graph. Clearly, we have an immense freedom in
the choice of T , but this is not uncommon, as it happens
also for resistive circuits.
Let us see how the first order approximation to the par-
tition function looks like. Following the discussion of the
previous section, given the graph G and the edge weights
FIG. 5. The tree and co-tree decomposition of the forest
expansion of K3, in which the decomposition of eqn. (60) is
particularly simple.
wijAij = βsup|Hij |, we pick a maximally spanning tree
T . Then, we know that
e−βH ≈ F(T ) +
K∑
i=1
ei ◦ (F(T )−F(Tei) ◦ C˜ei) + · · · .(69)
Let us now see what formula (60) implies for ZF¯ . The
operator ◦ is simply the multiplication in terms of the
polynomials. The advantage of writing the expression in
terms of F(T ) and F(Te) is that these immediately map
to Boltzmann distributions, via an intermediate summa-
tion over the forest, on the tree. We thus have the map-
ping
F(T )→
∏
(ij)∈T
eβHij
ekt ◦ F(T )→ (eβHkt − 1)
∏
(ij)∈T
eβHij
F(Te)→
∏
(ij)∈Te
eβHij
Ce →
∏
(ij)∈Ce
(eβHij − 1) (70)
because of the expansion we have explained at the begin-
ning of this section.
As a simple example of the expansion above, let us
consider the limits
lim
T→∞
lim
L→∞
ZF¯ ≈ ZT . (71)
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Note that swapping the limits is a highly non-trivial
statement. In the high temperature approximation can
write
eβHij − 1 ≈ βHij +O(β2). (72)
It follows that, at the first order of the expansion, we
have a high temperature expansion of the form
e−βH |L→∞ ≈ (1 + β
∑
ekt∈T¯
Hkt)e
−βH |T
−
∑
e∈T¯
β|Ce|(
∏
ejt∈Ce
Hjt)e
−βH |Te (73)
which is one of the main results of this paper. The expan-
sion above is in fact exact for the case of 1-dimensional
models on a ring of size L  1, and the summation is
reduced to only one element e (the weakest link in the
chain if it exist).
Something to note is that e−βH |T and e−βH |Te are
being evaluated on trees.
APPLICATION
Examples
First, we note that for a one-dimensional model on a
circle of length L, the forest expansion explicitly says
that the “open” partition function is almost identical to
the “closed” one. This is because ∆F = 0 identically in
this case. This example is thus a little too simple.
Let us thus provide some examples of reduced trees in
the case of an interaction graph like in Fig. 6. According
to eqn. (73), given T , we need to compute the cycles,
and the reduced trees associated to these. In 6 we have
three cycles. Thus, we can write
F(G) = F(T ) + ∆F (74)
In that case, we have ∆F is the sum over three cor-
rections. Let us call e1, e2, e3 the three edges that are
removed from G to obtain T . Then,
∆F1 = βHe1e
−βH |T − e−βH |T1
∏
e∈C1
βHe. (75)
and similar expressions for ∆F2 and ∆F3.
Another common example of two-body interaction is
the Ising model, defined by:
Z(β,A) =
∑
{σ=±1}
eβ
∑
ij σiσjJij , (76)
where we assume Jij = JAij . It is known that evaluating
such partition function is an NP-hard problem if Aij is
not a tree.
FIG. 6. An example of the tree approximation to a “loopy”
graph, and the cycle reduced trees that occur at the first order
approximation.
First, let us rephrase eqn. (41) for the case of the Ising
model. In fact, we can write for binary variables σi = ±1
eAσiσj = cosh(Aσiσj) + sinh(Aσiσj)
= cosh(A) + sinh(A)σiσj (77)
It follows that cosh(Hijσiσjmin(u1, · · · , uL−1)) and
sinh(Hijσiσjmin(u1, · · · , uL−1)) contribute to the even
and odd series expansion for eHijσiσjmin(u1,··· ,uL−1).
Something very interesting which occurs for binary vari-
ables σi = {±1} is however the following. Let Ce be a
cycle in G. Given the fundamental cycles Ce, we define
the closed cycle observables given by
L(e) =
∏
e′∈Ce
He′ =
|Ce|∏
vj∈Ce
βHvjvj+1 . (78)
For the Ising models, for a closed cycle of length 3 this is
given by quantities of the form
L3(e) = β3Hv1v2Hv2v3Hv3v1 . (79)
Now note that quantities of this form are independent
from the variables σ for the Ising model, as σ2i = 1. As a
consequence, for the Ising model we obtain a first order
expansion correction due to eqn. (73), of the form
e−βH ≈ (1 + β
|T¯ |∑
k=1
Hv(ek)1v(ek)2σv(ek)1σv(ek)2 )e
−βH |T
−
|T¯ |∑
k=1
cke
−βH |Tk (80)
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where T is a spanning tree, Tk are reduced trees in which
each element of T which is contained in C˜ek has been
removed, and ck are constants.
Numerical study using belief propagation
In order to investigate the temperature at which the
convergence to the tree expansion applies, we studied
the Ising model H = −J2
∑
ij Aijσiσj , with homogeneous
coupling on trees without external field, where Aij is the
undirected adjacency matrix of the graph. Specifically,
we generated random spanning trees T on N nodes (we
first used a uniform random matrix A˜, and then applied
a minimum spanning tree Kruskal algorithm), and then
added an edge between two nodes in order to introduce a
loop, generating a graph T ′. Typically, such loop will be
large and thus we should expect loopy belief propagation
to converge, and a (maximum spanning) tree approxima-
tion to work. This is well known in the literature.
We then used belief propagation in order to obtain the
beliefs p(si) for each spin si, both in the case of the loopy
tree T ′ and T . In order to measure how close the beliefs
were, we used the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
two distributions, KL(P ||Q) = ∑{si=±1} p(si) log p(si)q(si) .
We then calculated the average over every spin,
KL(PT ||PT ′) = 1N
∑N
i=1KL(pT (si)||pT ′(si)). Clearly,
we have KL(PT ||PT ′) = 0 if the two beliefs are identi-
cal. We have further averaged the KL divergence over
NMC = 1000 samples, for tree sizes of N = 50, 100, 500.
The results are shown in Fig. 7. According to the pre-
diction of this article, we should observe that for temper-
atures above T ≈ 0.567J/2 the two provide the same re-
sult, e.g. PT → PT ′ . We studied both KL and dKLdT (in-
set), as a function of the temperature for T ∈ [0.1, 100].
For J = 10, we should expect that at T ≈ 5.67/2 a tran-
sition between the two regimes occurs. This is intuitively
what we see in Fig. 7. One should expect such transition
to occur at T > J/2, but indeed it occurs at an earlier
temperature.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have put forward a methodology to
write the Boltzmann probability distribution of a 2-body
Hamiltonian in terms of trees, following a formula first
derived by Brydges and Kennedy, and then Abdessalam
and Rivasseau (the BKAR expansion). Such formula is a
generalization of the fundamental theorem of calculus to
functions of N(N − 1)/2 variables. First, we have shown
that for sparse graphs with large cycles (and bounded in-
teractions), the probability distribution can be written in
terms of a polynomial forest expansion,e.g. sum over con-
nected or disconnected subtrees of the interaction graph,
for a temperature such that β ≤ βc ≈ 0.54supij |Hij |. We
FIG. 7. Average Kullback-Leibler divergence averaged over
1000 different trees between the beliefs calculated using the
exact belief propagation for J = 10, and for tree sizes N =
50, 100, 500. The results are consistent among different sizes,
and we see a decline of the KL divergence for T ≈W (1)J .
have in particular focused on two regimes: graphs with
large cycles which are cycle dense or cycle sparse. Our
definition of dense is based on the scaling of the degree
of the dual graph (e.g. cycles become vertices). If the
degree of the dual graph scales with the size of the in-
teraction network, then the graph is dense according to
this definition. The difference between the two cases is
only important when β = βc, in which case for dense
graphs the correction to the forest sum is of order one,
whereas for sparse graphs if it is of order 1/L, with L the
minimum cycle length.
We have then shown that we can recast the forest ex-
pansion in terms of a tree-cotree splitting of the original
interaction Hamiltonian. We have also provided a favor-
able choice of such tree, e.g. a maximally spanning tree
on a weighted interaction graph.
The result should not come as a surprise. For quite
some time we have known that for sparse graphs be-
lief propagation (which converges only on trees), pro-
vides reasonable approximation to the probability dis-
tributions. In this sense, in this paper we provide an
alternative venue and background to this statement.
The result has however some important practical im-
plications. For instance, many models on trees can be
solved exactly (at least numerically) via techniques such
as cavity methods or message passing. In this sense, this
paper establishes that there is a particular temperature
Tc above which models on (large) loopy graphs can be
solved by approximating the interaction using an opti-
mal choice of spanning tree. Temperature corrections
can also be calculated at higher orders both in tempera-
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ture and cycles. However, we have shown that these can
be also cast in terms of reduced trees, and thus are also
easy to calculate via belief propagation. We tested the
fact that T ∗ = W (1)J is a special temperature for a tree
approximation with a numerical experiment for the Ising
model and with the use of belief propagation. While one
would expect a tree approximation to work for T > J , we
observed numerically that the KL divergence (which we
use as a proxy for the tree approximation), starts to de-
cline at T ∗ ≈ J/2, which is consistent with T ∗th = W (1)J .
As a final comment, one might wonder why this
approach might be problematic for a quantum system.
The reason is that when one takes the derivatives of
the probability distribution (which is an operator) and
defined in terms of Hˆ =
∑
ij Hˆij , not necessarily one has
that [Hˆij , Hˆi′j′ ] when i = i
′ or j = j′. For this reason,
while possible, extensions of the result of the present
work to quantum systems are out of the scope of this
paper and for future investigations.
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